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a lot of new challenges including guaranteeing
transaction atomicity in the presence of lost
connections and node failures. This atomic
transaction commitment is necessary to deal
with concurrent transactions in complex systems like distributed databases, peer-to-peer
systems, and service oriented architectures.

Abstract
While traditional fixed-wired network
protocols like 2-Phase-Commit guarantee
atomicity, we cannot use them in mobile
low bandwidth networks where network
partitioning, node failure, and message
loss may result in blocking. To deploy
traditional database applications easily
into a mobile environment, there is a demand for a protocol which guarantees an
atomic commit of transactions. This paper introduces a protocol which can guarantee such atomic commitment in mobile environments using a combination
of commit and consensus protocols. In
addition, it takes advantage of mobile
network sub-structures like single-hopenvironments to reduce message transfer
costs.

The problems like message delay, disconnection of nodes, and network partitioning have
been studied and a number of solutions have
been proposed to solve these problems. However, in these solutions there is either a large
number of messages slowing down the whole
system, or the assumptions for the network are
so strict that they cannot always be guaranteed (e.g. we cannot always assume a maximum percentage of messages that will not be
lost).

For practical applications, we need a nonblocking atomic commit protocol that not only
Whenever database technology shall be ap- reduces the number of exchange messages but
plied to a network of mobile devices, we face also handles network partitioning and takes ad-
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vantage of single hop communication which exists in some network structures. In this paper, we present such an atomic commit protocol for non-compensatable transactions that
would not block connected and running nodes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes our assumed system architecture. Section 3 presents our commit protocol and its costs in terms of number of messages. Section 4 discusses related work. Finally Section 5 concludes the paper.
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There is a main coordinator that makes the
global commitment decision for all coordinators. As illustrated in Figure 1, there are coordinators C1 . . . C4 where C1 is the main coordinator. C4 is the coordinator for databases
DB5 and DB6 .
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This section describes the system architecture
DB7
for which our protocol is designed. Section 2.2
DB6
summarizes the requirements that our commit
protocol has to fulfill, while Section 2.3 out- Figure 1: System architecture for our atomic
lines the assumptions concerning the execution commit protocol
environment of our protocol.

2.1

Architecture

2.2

In our system, we assume that there is an Initiator of a transaction that divides a transaction into sub-transactions and submits each
sub-transaction to a different database. At the
end of the sub-transactions, the participating
databases start our atomic commit protocol.
Furthermore, we assume that there is a group
of f nodes in the mobile network, that are relatively stable and in a single-hop distance of
each other. Such a group of nodes is chosen
to be the coordinators that handle transaction
commitment. We call them the cluster of coordinators and we assume that at any time at
least one node of this group will survive. The
whole cluster itself acts as a commit coordinator and the databases act as participants in the
2-phase commit (2PC) protocol.
Each coordinator is a representative for the
commit decision of one or more databases.

Requirements

The main requirement is that our commit protocol guarantees the atomic execution of noncompensatable transactions.
Due to the loss of messages in mobile networks (e.g. link failures) and our goal to minimize the network traffic occurred due to transaction commitment, we allow our protocol to
abort a transaction, even if all databases already voted for commit. But we want the protocol to be one-sided correct for the abort decision, i.e. if one participant votes for abort,
the decision must be abort.
A database using our protocol should not be
blocked even if some other databases or coordinators that are needed to execute the transaction fail. However, there are two scenarios,
where we allow blocking, i.e.
• if all coordinators fail or
2
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• if network partitioning occurs.
In the first case, we have to wait until one of
the coordinators has recovered.
In the second case, when we cannot exclude
network partitioning, [ALPS90] proved that
there exists no non-blocking atomic commit
protocol. However, if network partitioning occurs, we want our protocol to minimize the
number of blocked databases and coordinators.
If we can totally exclude network partitioning,
our protocol should even be non-blocking as
long as at least one coordinator still functions.
A database failure after the vote of this database has been received by the cluster of coordinators should not affect the transaction’s
commit status.
Whenever a mobile network contains a group
of nodes in one-hop distance, we want our
protocol to take advantage of this locality by
preferably using such a group of nodes as
atomic commit coordinators.
Our commit protocol should combine the
advantages of the 2-phase-commit (2PC), i.e.
its practical relevance and the minimum number of messages required, the 3-phase-commit
(3PC) [Ske81], i.e. its non blocking behavior,
and the Paxos Consensus Protocol [Lam98],
i.e. its behavior in case of network partitioning.
We allow nodes to be fail-stopped, that
means they stop working after a failure. However, a node may even drop messages if its
buffer is full.

2.3

Proposed Solution – Commit Protocol

The problem of using the 3PC protocol for Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) database applications is that the number of messages required is very high. We minimize this disadvantage by using the cluster of coordinators in
single-hop distance for our commit protocol.
While communication with the databases is
done using the popular 2PC protocol, our cluster of coordinators uses the 3PC protocol to
eliminate the blocking behavior of 2PC in case
of coordinator failure (cf. Figure 1). The advantage of our new protocol lies in the fact
that the cluster of coordinators is located in
a single-hop environment with fast message
transfer. In addition, if we assume that network partitioning cannot split this cluster of
coordinators, the protocol can proceed without blocking the coordinators even if some of
them fail. The details are given in Section 3.1.
If we cannot safely determine that this cluster of coordinators is not partitioned, or if it
seems that the main coordinator has failed, we
run a termination protocol which uses the ideas
of the Paxos Consensus Protocol ([Lam98]) to
get a decision on the transaction, which is described in Section 3.2.

3.1

Normal Case – Failure Free

When there is no node or link failure, our protocol works as follows. As shown in Figure
2, the transaction execution is initiated by an
initiator which could be a separate node or a
database itself. In order to execute a transaction T , the initiator node divides T into
subtransactions and sends the subtransactions
to appropriate participating databases. Each
participating database executes the subtransaction until it can decide to vote for commit/abort. Then it sends this vote to its associated coordinator. Each associated coordinator

Underlying Assumptions

We assume that no byzantine failures occur,
i.e. no node sends fake messages.
When a node is not able to finish the current
transaction (e.g. because a loss of power), it
tries to inform the other nodes. If it can inform
the other participants of this situation, we call
this a controlled failure.
3
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Figure 2: Sequence diagram of the failure free case
starts its timer and accepts votes from other
participating databases for a certain period of
time. When the time has passed, it will no
longer accept messages. The coordinators then
bundle their collected commit/abort votes and
forward them to the main coordinator. After a
specified period of time, the main coordinator
decides on a global commit/abort and informs
the coordinators. The main coordinator’s decision is to commit the transaction if all votes are
to commit; and is to abort otherwise. The coordinators then wait for a “prepare-to-forwardcommit message” from the main coordinator,
and upon receiving this message, they send an
acknowledgment message to the main coordinator. After having received all acknowledgment messages, the main coordinator sends a
“commit valid” message to the coordinators.
Each coordinator forwards the decision to its
associated databases (or the databases them-

selves will ask for the decision in case of message loss), so that the databases can perform
the necessary actions.
In summary, the whole cluster of coordinators acts as a commit coordinator and the databases as the participants in the 2PC protocol,
while the main coordinator acts as the commit coordinator and the individual coordinators act as the participants in the 3PC protocol.

3.2

Failure Handling

In this section, we describe failures occurring
during the protocol execution and how the protocol handles them. Mobile applications would
require our commit protocol to be strongly
non-blocking and work one-sided correctly.
4

3.2.1

Individual Coordinator Failures

(1/2f + 1) coordinators in one partition: Quorums and version numbers. Quorums enable
a decision to become valid after a majority of
coordinators have agreed on the decision. The
concept of version numbers is introduced in order to have a unique interim coordinator every
time. These two concepts are used to guarantee that no new interim main coordinator
can change a decision that has been accepted
by the majority. However, a proposal of an
interim coordinator can be rejected by a new
interim coordinator as long as the majority has
not accepted the decision.

If one or more coordinators except the main
coordinator fail or do not acknowledge the
decision message, databases have to contact
and communicate with the next coordinator
C((i+1)modf )+1 . From the databases’ point of
view, the databases themselves are the active
components and are asked to find a running
coordinator.
3.2.2

Loss Of Votes

We allow global aborts even if all databases
voted for commit. Such an abort can occur if
a coordinator fails after it has acknowledged
its associated databases’ commit/abort vote.
Consequently, this vote is lost and cannot be
forwarded to the main coordinator, which, after a timeout, will eventually decide on abort
since it does not have all necessary commit
votes. The abort information is sent to all remaining coordinators which acknowledge and
wait for a “declare valid” message before forwarding this information to their associated
databases. We must allow this abort decision
in order to ensure termination of a transaction
if one coordinator fails before forwarding votes.
To describe the transaction termination protocol, we have to distinguish between the databases’ physical commit command and the coordinators’ commit decision. The latter must
be forwarded to the databases which can then
complete the transaction. In the following, we
will refer to the coordinators’ commit decision.

Whenever a coordinator does not get a decision message from the main coordinator after
a time out, this coordinator decides that the
main coordinator may have failed and takes
over its role. It must assign itself a version
number and query at least (1/2f + 1) other
coordinators for the latest state they have
reached in the 3PC protocol. It will then take
over the previous main coordinator and adopt
the latest proposal in terms of commit/abort
decision of which it has knowledge.

The purpose of the version number is that
the coordinator with the highest version number is the currently valid main coordinator.
If there are any coordinators with lower selfassigned version numbers, other coordinators
with higher numbers may have assumed that
the previous main coordinator has failed and
therefore assigned themselves a higher number.
Every coordinator can only communicate with
the interim main coordinator with the highest
3.2.3 The Main Coordinator’s Failure number of which the coordinator has knowledge. This ensures that we have versioned deAnd Network Partitioning
cisions and that the decisions will not change.
This section explains the coordinators’ behavA decision becomes implicitly valid when the
ior in case they cannot communicate with the
main coordinator anymore. Our protocol uses (1/2f + 1)th coordinator has received it. At
two concepts which are used in the Paxos Com- this time, it is ensured that any new main comit ([Lam98]) to terminate a transaction even ordinator will receive the latest decision since
in the case of network partitioning with at least it also has to query (1/2f + 1) coordinators.
5

Majority Decisions In Case Of
Network Partitioning

• contain only wait states in the 3PC
protocol: it proposes abort

This section explains the message flow in case
a coordinator assumed the main coordinator
to have failed. After one coordinator decides
that the main coordinator may have failed, it
declares itself to be an interim main coordinator. For this purpose, it performs the following
four steps.

• contain at least one “Prepare to
Commit” state in the 3PC protocol:
it proposes “prepare” and continues
the normal execution of the 3PC protocol

3.2.4

This means the new main coordinator will
either adopt the latest proposal the previous main coordinator made, or, if there
was no proposal, it will abort the transaction.

1. The new interim main coordinator has to
assign itself a version number greater than
the maximum of 0 and the version number
of any other interim coordinator of which
it has knowledge.

4. The interim main coordinator sends the
new decision to those (1/2f + 1) coordinators it has just informed that it is the
new main coordinator.

2. Then it queries every other coordinator for
the state it has reached during the execution of the 3PC protocol (cf. Figure 3) and
the version number of the previous main
A non-interim coordinator behaves in the
coordinator with which it communicated.
following way: If it gets a state query mesThe new main coordinator needs at least
sage, it responds only if the version number
(1/2f +1) responses to proceed, otherwise
of the new self-appointed main coordinator is
it has to wait.
greater than the version number of any other
The coordinators must communicate only main coordinator to which it has communiwith the coordinator having the highest cated. It will reject messages from coordinaversion number. If a coordinator has to tors with lower or equal version numbers.
reject a message of another coordinator
The consensus protocol works because a dewith a lower version number, it informs cision is valid at the time when the (1/2f +1)th
the other coordinator of the higher ver- coordinator has gotten the decision. Because a
sion number. If a coordinator gets two new main coordinator has to query more than
messages with the same version number half of the other coordinators, it is guaranteed
from different coordinators, it must also that if there was a valid decision, the new main
reject the messages.
coordinator will get this decision in its first
3. The new main coordinator takes those re- querying phase. Because the new main coorsponses with the highest version number dinator must adopt the latest proposal it has
and decides based on the states of the re- received, a valid decision will not be changed
anymore.
sponses.
In addition, we rely on the fact proved in
If the responses
[Ske81] that in 3PC no coordinator can be two
• contain at least one proposal, i.e. states in advance. This includes, for example,
vote commit or vote abort, of any a Prepare state which guarantees that no coother interim coordinator: it adopts ordinator can have a valid commit state while
another one is in a wait state. Since the main
this proposal.
6

3.2.5

Vi
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If we are able to guarantee that network partitioning would not occur, no coordinator can
be disconnected from the whole system while
communicating with other coordinators. This
is possible if commit coordinators provide controlled failures, i.e. inform the other coordinators before they fail (e.g. because of low energy). This knowledge that some coordinators
have failed can be used to reduce the number of
coordinators needed to come to a majority decision. In other words, it is sufficient to have
the majority of all nodes except those which
are known to be down. In this case, we do
not need a majority of (1/2f + 1) remaining
coordinators to complete the transaction. In
an extreme case, it is even possible to come to
a commit decision when all nodes except one
perform controlled failures.
If we cannot exclude network partitioning
but are able to detect it, a new interim main
coordinator which does not get the necessary
majority of (1/2f + 1) remaining coordinators
can try to check that a network partitioning
did not occur. If network partitioning can be
excluded because of controlled termination of
some coordinators, the interim main coordinator can continue because now we are sure
that sufficiently many other coordinators have
failed and they cannot communicate with the
others anymore.
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Figure 3: States of 3-Phase-Commit

coordinator sends a Prepare to Commit message only after all participants have voted for
commit, it is sufficient to have one coordinator in this prepare state to be sure that every
database voted for commit and no coordinator
can be in an abort state.

Figure 3 illustrates the coordinators’ states
and the reaction to the main coordinator’s
messages. If the coordinators’ bundled vote
messages do not contain an abort decision, the
coordinators proceed to the wait state Wi and
wait for the main coordinator’s decision. If
this decision is Commit, the main coordinator
sends a “Prepare” message to the coordinators,
which then proceed to the state Pi and send an
acknowledgment to the main coordinator. After the main coordinator received all acknowledge messages, it sends the commit decision to 3.3 Communication Costs
the coordinators which forward this decision to
We consider the number of messages in the
their associated databases.
normal case where a transaction is committed
Due to the behavior of the main coordina- successfully. We assume that we have n datator, which proceeds only to the next state if bases and f coordinators. When the Initiator
all coordinators send their votes or all coor- distributes the transaction to the participating
dinators send their acknowledgment, any two databases, the necessary transaction informacoordinators cannot be more than one state tion (e.g. who is the main coordinator; who
apart. Therefore we can decide on the fate of are the other coordinators) is sent within the
same message, i.e. it does not require any exthe transaction at any time.
7
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tra message. Figure 2 shows the message flow.
In the failure free case we have at most

Related work

The non-blocking behavior of commit protocols has been studied in the literature. Message loss and node failure turned out to be
the two main problems for atomic commit.
[Gra78] even proved that a commit decision is
not possible under the assumption of message
loss within the well known coordinated attack
scenario. In this scenario the commit decision
is that two generals must agree on a time for a
common attack using an unreliable communication channel.
While our approach does not fulfill some requirements of this coordinated attack scenario
(e.g. strict time constraints), other approaches
attempt to identify message loss and node disappearance with special cross-layer protocols
([VLdL04], [CMTG04]). However, in current
mobile networks, these protocols are difficult to
implement because they need new communication protocols. Therefore, we focus on atomic
commit protocols that work on the TCP/IP
layer and are applicable to mobile networks regardless of the underlying transport protocol.
Of course, there are attempts to guarantee
message delivery on the TCP/IP layer, mainly
by the use of “reliable multicast protocols”
(e.g. [GM98] and [SS93]). This group of protocols uses a reliable uniform multicast protocol
for sending messages. Therefore, the protocols can guarantee that certain messages arrive
even if a node disconnects temporarily. To do
so, they flush the transaction log before sending a message or commit decision so that other
nodes do not need to wait for the recovery of
the disconnected node. However, these protocols assume that there is a limit on the maximum number of messages lost. They also cause
an enormous traffic due to the multicasting of
messages. This impedes practical usage in dynamic mobile networks with low bandwidth.
Our approach aims at a practically useful solution and follows [Ske81] in the way that we

• n messages of the Initiator to the databases, including the subtransaction and
the request to send a vote about the subtransaction to one coordinator
• n messages “vote: commmit” or “vote:
abort” from the databases to a coordinator
• f messages from one coordinator to the
main coordinator (votes from the databases associated with a coordinator are
bundled in one message for the coordinator)
• 3f messages using the 3PC (f messages
from the main coordinator to the coordinator: “prepared?”; f messages are sent
back from the databases to the main coordinator: “prepared!”; f messages from
the main coordinator to the coordinators: “commit/send decision to your databases”)
• n messages “do Commit” from the coordinators to the databases.
• 1 message from the main coordinator
to the Initiator (“transaction is committed/aborted”).

Summing up all messages, we have a total
of (3n + 4f + 1) messages. 4f messages are
sent within the cluster of coordinators where
message transfer is very fast because of onehop communication among coordinators. The
remaining messages are the costs of the normal 2-Phase-Commit which is implemented in
many database applications.
8

use 3PC) for the communication of coordinators. However, we combine the use of 3PC with
2PC in order to reduce the amount of messages
transferred.
In addition, we employ a termination protocol which uses the idea of the Paxos Consensus
([Lam98] and [PLL97]). However, we do not
follow Lamport by using the Paxos Commit
Protocol ([GL04]) to get a consensus on the
commit state as this approach does not take
advantage of one-hop-environments and has a
lot of message overhead when there are many
coordinators. In addition, if the coordinators
know that there is no network partitioning in
the cluster of coordinators, our protocol is able
to be non-blocking even with only one remaining coordinator (the Paxos Commit Protocol
needs at least ( 21 f + 1) remaining coordinators, where f denotes the total number of coordinators). If we cannot exclude or safely detect a network partitioning, our protocol needs
( 12 f +1) coordinators to be running in the same
network partition to get a commit decision for
the transaction. Otherwise, [ALPS90] proved
that it is inevitable to wait until the network
is connected again. In this case, the number of
remaining coordinators is the same as that in
the Paxos Commit Protocol.

tocol in the cluster of coordinators. If we can
only detect that no majority of coordinators is
reachable, but can not exclude the occurrence
of network partitioning because of controlled
termination of coordinators, our protocol is
still better than previous commit protocols in
the following ways. Our protocol blocks only
in situations when we do not have more than
half of the coordinators which are working or
in an unknown state in one network partition.
However, this blocking in split asynchronous
networks has been proved to be unavoidable
([ALPS90]).
Compared to the Paxos commit protocol,
our protocol uses consensus only in case of
failure for termination purposes. As a result,
we need fewer messages for communication between the coordinators and the databases.
In addition, our protocol’s logic resides in
the cluster of coordinators; so we can keep the
widely used 2PC of database applications and
use our protocol as an extension. As only slight
modifications are needed for standard databases, our protocol is easy to implement as
an extension to the 2-Phase-Commit protocol.
Therefore, we consider our approach to be a
useful contribution for transferring fixed-wired
applications into mobile environments.
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